Mechanical Engineer (Billings MT)

Date Posted: 08.07.2014
EOE/Minorities/Females/Vet/Disabled

Why work at MKK?

About this role . . .

How to be considered for our team . . .

Since MKK was founded, we have benefitted from the skills and
commitment of exceptional people. We continue to seek the best talent to
consult more, consume less, and build on our story of success as we pursue
our vision of high-performance focused on sustainable solutions.

This position contributes to our profitability objectives by accurately and
timely completing mechanical design and technical task work on assigned
multiple concurrent projects varying in size and scope through effective
completion of engineering tasks and efficient utilization of lower-level
task help where applicable.

A successful candidate will possess the following background:

Your own career success with MKK will depend in part upon the
knowledge, skills and experience that you possess. However, we also seek
certain common traits in our employees that enable them to thrive.
As engineering consultants, we see our teams as a means not only to
solve problems but to provide leadership. At MKK, leadership is not tied
to hierarchy or experience- your voice and ideas are valued regardless of
your tenure.
At MKK, your potential is limited only by your talents and ambitions.

The essential accountabilities of this position include (but are not limited
to):
•

Contributes to the productivity of the assigned business unit by
consistently meeting productivity (chargeable time) goals.

•

Under limited direction by higher-level engineers or designers,
and using prescribed methods, applies diversified knowledge
of engineering principles and practices and makes independent
decisions regarding engineering complexities and methods to create
designs that meet client expectations appropriate to project scope
and within established project fee.

•

Contributes to established project timeline and fee by accurately
and timely planning weekly project schedules; coordinates time and
task assignments and expectations with the Project Engineer (P/E)
or Project Manager (P/M) on assigned projects; alerts P/E or P/M of
potential scope changes in a timely manner.

We look for individuals who:
•

are passionate and driven by internal motivation to conquer new
challenges;

•

seek and share knowledge generously;

•

are able to establish new relationships and build strong relationships
over a period of time;

•

are flexible/adaptable to a constantly changing environment;

•

are innovative and possess an entrepreneurial attitude;

•

are honest, reliable, and fair; and

•

have demonstrated a commitment to a high level of customer
service.

50 years and counting!

DENVER, CO

•

Effectively communicates with project team and clients through
regular project status updates; resolves and/or escalates issues in a
timely manner and handles difficult/sensitive information tactfully.

•

Ensures that M/E/P aspects of assigned projects are completed in a
timely and appropriate manner.

•

Protects the firm’s profitability and reputation by self-checking work
prior to higher level review and consistently following the firm’s
established IPQ processes to avoid errors and omissions.

CHE YENNE, WY

BILLINGS, MT

• A bachelor’s degree in Architectural or Mechanical engineering with
knowledge of codes and design & construction practices required.
• Minimum 4 years’ work experience in an M/E/P engineering firm
required.
• EIT/FE required; PE preferred.
• Valid driver’s license and insurable driving record required.
• Ability to travel unassisted out-of-town and overnight for up to 10%
of the time.
• Experience using Microsoft Outlook & Excel, Revit MEP, AutoCAD,
Trace 700, Visual, eQuest, Computafan, 62MZ Calc, Techstreet and/or
Bluebeam desirable.
• Professional appearance and demeanor appropriate to a consulting
office environment.
• Demonstrated ability to work both independently and closely with
others in a team environment.
• Excellent verbal and written communication skills, and demonstrated
ability to effectively communicate with individuals in a variety of
position levels both inside and outside the organization.
If the above characteristics describe you, we’re interested in learning more
about you! Here’s how to initiate the conversation:
Complete our Application for Employment (indicate Requisition #201408024), print & sign it, then send it to us (with your resume, if you wish) via
one of the methods indicated on the Application form. You’ll need to
use the Windows OS version of the free Adobe Reader in order
to successfully complete the Application.
If hired, you must be able to provide proof of authorization to work in
the U.S. [Please note that no work authorization will be provided for this
position.]

HELENA, MT

DICKINSON, ND

